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“Technology should adapt to the way 
“I work, not the “other way around.”

The work environment is changing, 
new tools are giving us new ways 
of collaborating in and outside our 
organisation, around the country 
and the world, regardless of where 
we are. the new practices of 
Smarter Working.

To enable Smarter Working we need 
the tools, we need to be able to 
match our task to the location while 
staying in contact and sounding 
professional. We need to be able to 
manage background noise and give 
people the freedom to roam to 
suitable spot for the private call, 
the conference or webinar.

It all starts with the wireless headset.

of workers thought 
their productivity 
would improve in a 
quiet environment

70%

Why wireless? 

The Plantronics portfolio of state-of-the-art wireless headsets is ready to meet the 
challenges of the modern workplace:

• Take your work to a suitable location for privacy or to avoid disturbing colleagues

• Reduce background noise pollution by taking the call in a suitable area

• Simply turn your desk phone into a mobile device

• Improved efficiency, stay connected wherever you are in the office or beyond,  
always sounding clear and professional

• Move while on an extended call to collect a drink or a print.

• Enjoy the health benefits of being able to move or just stand up to speak more clearly

And all done without dropping the call or breaking the conversation...

Work space zones for productive information work   

Background 
noise pollution

Increased efficiency

Superior comfort and 
health benefits

Privacy and flexibility

Improved mobility

Availability

Advanced noise cancelling microphones and the freedom to 
choose a suitable work place reduces rather than escalates 
‘background noise pollution’.

A wireless headset means you can not only take or type up 
notes but can move around the office to collaborate with 
expert colleagues to solve issues faster or just grab a drink.

With no need to cradle or hold a handset, wireless headsets 
mean users experience up to 54% less neck pain, 25% less 
back pain and 44% fewer headaches. 

When a call comes through that is important or confidential, 
with a wireless headset you can easily move away from your 
desk to find a quiet place to speak and enjoy better privacy.

If your work takes you away from the office, a wireless 
headset can connect to your mobile devices to keep you 
sounding professional in any location.

Simple wireless headsets to let you manage calls on 
desk phone, PC or mobile phone and for multiple devices 
together, simplifying technology and ensuring availability.

Amount by which 
productivity can increase 
when using a headset
CANS Study, 2011

43%

concentrate

collaborate

contemplate

communicate

Quiet, private, enclosed spaces to concentrate on focused, 
individual work tasks.

Meeting areas to collaborate with other people – brainstorming, 
discussing, presenting and developing ideas.

Comfortable, inspiring places to contemplate and re-energise.

Fixed or flexible desk spaces to communicate in different ways – 
mixing face-to-face and virtual collaboration.

The technology that gives you a smarter way of working

The Plantronics portfolio of state-of-the-art wireless headsets is ready to meet the 
 challenges of the modern workplace:



Your wireless options Choose your 
office headset 
solution

WIRELESS HEADSETS

Savi® 700 series Voyager Legend® CS CS500™ series Savi® 400 series Voyager Legend® UC

Wearing styles

CS510 CS520 CS530 CS540

Devices

Designed for Office professionals requiring a wireless 
headset to maximise collaboration 
through multiple devices.

Office professionals looking for a wireless 
headset to work with their desk phone and 
smartphone/tablet.

Office professionals working in busy fixed-
desk environments.

Business professionals, in and out 
of the office, using their PC for voice 
communications and multimedia 
applications.

Mobile professionals who are always on 
the move, usually on the phone, and hard 
at work wherever they go.

Description The Savi 700 series wireless headset will 
intelligently manage your PC, mobile, and 
desk-phone calls, and automatically 
update your UC presence status1 so that 
colleagues can see your availability.

The Voyager Legend® CS  headset system 
moves with you throughout your day. 
Enjoy intuitive call management and 
outstanding audio from your mobile phone 
on the road to your desk phone in the 
office, and everywhere in between.

The CS500 series is setting a new 
standard for wireless desk phone 
communications. The new convertible 
headsets feature streamlined design, 
improved performance, and the same 
great reliability.

The Savi 440 is the lightest headset on the 
market and part of Plantronics’ pioneering 
portable DECT range. Its 100 metre 
wireless range and hot swappable battery1 
make it a productivity powerhouse.

Meeting the demands of mobile 
professionals like never before. With 
multi-device connectivity and advanced 
charging accessories – it’s the only headset 
you need for your mobile life.

Key features  • Three-way connectivity lets you easily 
switch and mix audio between PC, 
mobile and desk phone calls

• Automatically routes mobile audio to 
whichever device you pick up – headset 
or mobile phone

• UC presence automatically updated 
when on a PC, mobile or desk phone call

• Conference in up to three additional 
headsets

• Lightest DECT wireless headset on the 
market at only 22 grams (W740)

• Hot swappable battery2 for unlimited 
talk time (W740)

• Advanced wideband audio using CAT-iq 
technology for high definition voice 
quality

• Noise-cancelling microphone reduces 
background noise interruptions

• Manage desk phone and mobile device 
calls from a single headset

• Smart Sensor™ technology for a 
seamless and intuitive user experience

• Roam up to 10 meters from desktop 
charging base or mobile device

• Up to 7 hours talk time, 11 days standby
• Use your voice to answer incoming calls 

and for a host of other commands1

• Enhanced voice alerts tell you 
connection status, talk time remaining 
and more

• Announces incoming caller’s name1

• Integrated A2DP lets you listen to 
streaming media from your mobile 
phone or tablet

• Gain mobility – multitask hands-free up 
to 120 metres

• Audio controls volume/mute at your 
fingertips

• Conference in up to three1 additional 
headsets

• Use with Electronic Hookswitch Cable 
or Handset Lifter to remotely answer/
end calls1

• DECT technology provides better audio; 
eliminates interference from Wi-Fi 
networks

• Advanced wideband audio using 
CAT-iq technology for high definition 
voice quality

• Noise-cancelling microphone reduces 
background noise interruptions

• Enhanced Digital Signal Processing 
(DSP) provides more natural 
sounding voice

• Up to 9hrs talk time

• Manage PC voice communications and 
multi-media with the lightest DECT 
wireless headset on the market

• Hot swappable battery1 lets you change 
battery mid-conversation delivering 
unlimited talk time

• One-touch call answer/end/flash, vol+/-, 
mute from the headset

• An energy-efficient adaptive power 
system, delivers longer talk and standby 
times 

• DECT technology provides better 
audio; eliminates interference from 
Wi-Fi networks

• Advanced wideband audio using 
CAT-iq technology for high definition 
voice quality

• Noise-cancelling microphone reduces 
background noise interruptions

• Manage PC and mobile device calls 
from a single headset

• Smart Sensor™ technology for 
a seamless and intuitive user experience

• Bluetooth® mini USB adapter for 
always-ready PC connectivity

• Includes portable case and desk-top 
stand for anywhere charging

• Desktop stand provides an elegant 
charging and storage solution

• Precision tuned triple-mic with 
enhanced DSP for superior noise 
cancellation

• Three layers of wind noise protection
• PC Wideband delivers heightened 

speech clarity
• Integrated A2DP lets you listen to 

streaming media from your mobile 
phone or tablet

Product Specification

Features
Call answer/end, 

volume control, mute
Call answer/end, Smart Sensor, 

volume control, mute, SoundGuard
Call answer/end, 

volume control, mute
Call answer/end, 

volume control, mute
Call answer/end, Smart Sensor, 

 volume control, mute

Box content

Headset, spare ear tips and stabiliser, 
USB dongle, CD-ROM with Plantronics 
software, mains charger, USB charging 

cable, user and safety guide (W740 only: 
ear loop, headband, neckband)

Voyager Legend Bluetooth headset,  
Voyager Legend CS base unit, UK/Euro 

AC, USB headset charging adapter, 
telephone cable, ear pieces (sml), 

Quick Start Guide

Headset, base unit, telephone cable, 
adapter, OTH headband, earloop SML, 

earbud SML, Quick Start Guide

Headset, battery, headband, neckband, 
earloop fitting kit, charging cradle, 
charging base, power supply, USB 
charging cable, carry bag, D100 

dongle, Quick Start Guide

UC headset, USB Bluetooth adapter, 
desktop/charging stand, charging 
case, USB 2.0 to Micro USB cable 

long, charging adapter, wall charger, 
spare ear bud kit, user instructions

Warranty 2 year 2 year 2 year 2 year 2 year

Ordering Information

Standard version
built for PC audio softphones 
from Avaya®, Alcatel Lucent, 

Cisco®, IBM®, Unify and Skype™

(W710/A)  83545-12  5033588035947
(W720/A)  83544-12  5033588035916
(W730/A)  83543-12  5033588035831
(W740/A)  83542-12  5033588038658
(W745/A)3  86507-12  5033588038672

88863-02  5033588040323
(HL10)  88863-22  5033588040330

(APS-11 BUNDLE)  200898-01  5033588041504
(APA-23 BUNDLE)  200898-02  5033588041511

(CS510/A)  84691-02  5033588035527
(CS520/A)  84692-02  5033588035534
(CS530/A)  86305-02  5033588037408
(CS540/A)  84693-02  5033588035541

(W410)  84007-04  5033588039846 
(W420)  84008-04  5033588039839 
(W430/A)  82396-12  5033588031666
(W440/A)  83359-02  5033588032250
(W445/A)2  83359-12  5033588041627

(B235)  87670-02  5033588038818

(W710/M)  84003-02  5033588039877
(W720/M)  84004-02  5033588039853
(W730/M)  84002-12  5033588035862
(W740/M)  84001-12  5033588038665
(W745/M)3  86507-22  5033588041641

–

(W410/M)  84007-02  5033588039822 
(W420/M)  84008-02  5033588039815
(W430/M)  82397-12  5033588031673
(W440/M)  83372-02  5033588032267
(W445/M)2  83372-12  5033588041634

(B235-M)  87680-02  5033588038825

1With supported softphones using supplied PLT software. 
2Additional battery sold separately. 

3Consists of Savi 740, Deluxe Charging Cradle/Battery Kit.

1Additional battery sold separately. 
2Consists of Savi 440, Deluxe Charging Cradle and Battery Kit.

1Caller name announcement and Answer/Ignore voice 
commands are currently for mobile phone only

1Sold separately.

DECT

DECT DECT

W710 W720 W730 W740/745 W410 W420 W430 W440/445

Plantronics wireless headsets offer you the choice of Bluetooth or 
DECT technologies. Our table below summarises the benefits of 
each to help you make the most appropriate selection based on 
your needs.

See the Plantronics range in full >>

Great for:

Exchanging data over short distances to multiple office and 
mobile devices – simple to connect to most PCs, smartphones 
and tablets.

How it works:

Pairs a single headset with up to eight different devices, 
including smartphones and tablets.

Wireless range:

Up to 10m from the base station.

Additional features:

Contextual awareness and Smart Lock functionality, based on 
proximity, wearing state and caller ID.

Great for:

Taking your call or conference to a quiet or private place, 
consult an expert colleague throughout the office.

How it works:

Manages multiple devices (PC, deskphone, mobile) with 
a single headset with no interference with other WiFI or 
Bluetooth devices.

Wireless range:

Up to 120m from the base station.

Additional features:

Wideband HD Voice for maximum audio clarity and adaptive 
power for maximum talktime.

http://www.plantronics.com/uk/category/wireless-headsets
http://www.plantronics.com/uk/product/savi-700
http://www.plantronics.com/uk/product/voyager-legend-cs
http://www.plantronics.com/uk/product/cs500
http://www.plantronics.com/uk/product/savi-400
http://www.plantronics.com/uk/product/voyager-legend-uc
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Equipping your workforce with the proper tools for a wireless 
environment will boost productivity, increase staff and customer 
satisfaction and optimise the use of real estate. 

Comfort during 
longer calls   
Lightweight, ergonomically 
designed headsets in multiple 
wearing styles for maximum 
comfort with all-day talk time.

A headset to suit everyone.

Resources  
• ROI Tool 
 https://roianalyst.alinean.com/ent_01/AutoLogin.do?d=602619555586963645

• VC Health check
 www.plantronet.com/uk/Virtual-Collaboration.html

• Smarter working Manifesto
 www.smarterworkingmanifesto.com

• Wireless density (UC TK)
 www.plantronics.com/inc/solutions/unified-communications/toolkit/media/en/plan/Plan-Whitepaper.pdf

Reduce background 
noise pollution
Advanced noise-cancelling micro- 
phones and the freedom to choose a 
suitable work place reduces rather 
than escalates ‘background noise 
pollution’ as collaboration increases.

Always sound clear and 
professional.

Privacy and flexible 
workspaces   
Wireless solutions to give you 
flexibility to work comfortably 
at your desk or roam to find a 
quiet or private work space.

Matching people to places.

Multiple platforms and 
device obsolescence  
Headsets to let you manage calls on 
desk phone, PC and mobile phone all 
with one wireless headset, where 
ever you are.

A headset that will grow with 
your infrastructure.

Health benefits
Freedom to move around lets you 
stretch your legs during a long call 
so has health benefits including 
reducing back and neck pain and 
standing will even improve your 
audio intelligibility and clarity.

Improve the way you sound 
by simply standing up.

5 reasons to 
go wireless with 
Plantronics:

http://www.plantronics.com/uk/

